1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Theories of consciousness differ on whether the induction of consciousness is mainly governed by the thalamo-cortical arousal circuits (the thalamic "off-switch") ([@bb001]), or instead by the ignition of a connection between fronto-parietal cortices (cortico-cortical reverberation) ([@bb002]). A main experimental difficulty in resolving this debate is that the data on which these theories are examined focus either states of consciousness (coma, sleep, anesthesia, drowsiness, vigilance) ([@bb003]; [@bb004]; [@bb005]; [@bb006]; [@bb007]) or the contents, processes and behaviors which characterize conscious function (i.e. explicit reports, volitional control, flexible and versatile behavior) ([@bb008]; [@bb009]).

Anesthetic drugs provide a unique tool to study the neuroanatomical substrates of consciousness, since they can produce controlled and reversible perturbations of conscious level. However, the mechanisms by which they suppress consciousness are poorly understood ([@bb0010]). Predominant theories of consciousness propose that consciousness is lost when the sedative agent produces functional disconnection between distant cortical regions, causing a loss of integration capacity ([@bb0011]; [@bb0012]; [@bb001]; [@bb0014]). While connectivity provides one metric of integration, it remains an incomplete measure, and loss of integration is not always reflected by a reduction in overall connectivity. For example, it has been reported that propofol causes a large drop in connectivity ([@bb0012]; [@bb0016]) but propofol-induced anesthesia has also been related to the emergence of hypersynchronous cortical states, both in EEG ([@bb0017]) and fMRI ([@bb0066]; [@bb0019]).

While anesthetic drugs produce controlled loss of consciousness, relating drug dose to neural effects and behavioral correlates is not straightforward, since identical doses may result in different plasma (and presumably brain) levels of drug in different subjects, owing to pharmacokinetic variations. While plasma drug levels correlate better with directly observed brain effects (demonstrated, for example, using functional imaging ([@bb0012]; [@bb0016])) not all observed changes in brain function tightly correlate with behavioral measures of consciousness. This is because the functional changes that constitute the neural signature of the drug include some effects that are not critical to the maintenance of consciousness. Here we seek to differentiate, with resting-state functional connectivity, drug effects that directly modulate consciousness from those that do not, by factoring out functional connectivity changes associated with behavioral measures of consciousness and with plasma drug levels.

2. Materials and methods {#sec2}
========================

2.1. Participants {#sec2.1}
-----------------

Twenty-four participants (10 males, 19--52 years old, mean = 34.79, standard deviation = 9.16) participated in this study. We obtained local ethics permission from the Cambridgeshire 2 Regional Ethics Committee and written consent from participants. Volunteers were informed of the risks of propofol administration, such as loss of consciousness and respiratory and cardiovascular depression. Subjects were instructed to close their eyes and think about nothing in particular throughout the acquisition of the resting state BOLD data.

2.2. fMRI acquisition and analysis {#sec2.2}
----------------------------------

Resting-state fMRI data were acquired on a Siemens Trio 3 T scanner (WBIC, Cambridge). Each functional BOLD volume consisted of 32 interleaved, descending, oblique axial slices, 3 mm thick with an interslice gap of 0.75 mm and in-plane resolution of 3 mm, field of view = 192 × 192 mm, repetition time = 2 s, time echo = 30 ms, and flip angle 78. We acquired 156 volumes of BOLD data per session, resulting in a session length of 5.2 min. We also acquired T1-weighted structural images at 1 mm isotropic resolution in the sagittal plane, using an MPRAGE sequence with TR = 2250 ms, TI = 900 ms, TE = 2.99 ms and flip angle = 9°, for localization purposes. fMRI images were preprocessed using SPM5 (Wellcome Institute of Imaging Neuroscience, London, UK) implemented in MatLab (Mathworks, Natick, MA). The first six volumes were discarded to allow for MR signal equilibration. Pre-processing involved slice-timing correction and within-subject realignment to account for head motion. Realignment involved a two-step process, initially aligning all images to the first image acquired and then realigning all images to the mean image of each session using linear transformations. Realigned images were spatially normalized to the MNI space defined by a template image available in SPM5. We used 12-parameter linear affine transformations (translation, rotation, zoom, and shear in x, y, and z directions) as well as a linear combination of three dimensional discrete cosine basis functions for finer non-linear adjustments. The transformation parameters obtained from the spatial normalization of the mean to standard space (MNI) were applied to every functional image acquired during the resting state scanning session. Spatially normalized images were smoothed with an isotropic 8-mm^3^ full-width half-maximum Gaussian kernel. We removed by regression the six movement parameters resulting from rigid body correction for head motion, the global signal of the entire brain and four nuisance variables obtained from time series from the ventricles (\[22, −37, 17\] and \[−22, −37, 17\]) and white matter (\[31, −12, 30\] and \[−31, −12, 30\]) regions of interest (ROIs), using the REST toolbox for MatLab ([[http://restfmri.net/forum/REST]{.ul}](http://restfmri.net/forum/REST){#interref122}). The rationale for removing global signal was the need to compare experimental conditions that are quite different both behaviorally and physiologically. Anesthesia causes a diminution of heart beat rhythm, respiration rhythm, blood pressure and many other confound effects that global signal removal helps to minimize ([@bb0022]).

2.3. Behavioral experiment {#sec2.3}
--------------------------

All participants performed a semantic categorization task inside the MRI scanner. Findings from the functional imaging obtained during the execution of the task are reported elsewhere ([@bb0023]) Here we focus on the resting state data obtained during the same session. Words used in each of the four scanning runs were pseudo-randomly drawn from a set of 280 items (140 living items, e.g. tiger, birch, and 140 non-living items, e.g. table, stone) in subsets of 40 items (20 living, 20 non-living), matched for relevant psycholinguistic variables (word frequency, length, imageability, acoustic amplitude and familiarity). Participants heard spoken words with assignment of items to sedation levels counter-balanced over participants. Subjects were asked to respond using a button box whether presented words referred to living or non-living items. For each participant and session, we measured the percentage of missed responses across all conditions. This measure was used as a regressor for the resting-state fMRI connectivity data.

2.4. Propofol administration {#sec2.4}
----------------------------

Sedation is a pharmacologically induced, reversible state, characterized by dose-related impairment of cognitive functions. Progressively increasing sedation results eventually in general anesthesia, or "drug-induced loss of consciousness" during which patients are not rousable, even by painful stimulation ([@bb0024]). In our experiment propofol was administered using a computer controlled intravenous infusion ([@bb0025]), aiming to achieve two *target* plasma drug levels: low sedation and moderate sedation. There were always two trained anesthesiologists present during data acquisition, and observed the volunteer from the MRI control room and on a video link that showed the volunteer in the scanner. Heart rate, electrocardiogram (ECG) and pulse oximetry were continuously monitored using an MR-compatible multiparameter monitor (Precess, In Vivo Corp, Orlando, FL, USA). Non-invasive systemic blood pressure was measured intermittently during the study, but was suspended during scanning. In all volunteers two blood samples (2 × 1 ml) were taken at each sedation level for later measurement of plasma propofol concentrations with high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). At a propofol plasma target concentration of 0.6 µg/ml (mean \[SD\] *measured* plasma concentration 0.38 \[0.27\]) all volunteers displayed a lethargic response to their name spoken in a normal tone (corresponding with an Observer\'s Assessment of Alertness/Sedation Scale (OAA/S) score of 4, or a Ramsay score of 2). At a propofol plasma target concentration of 1.2 µg/ml (mean \[SD\] *measured* plasma concentration 0.61 \[0.32\] µg/ml), all volunteers were more deeply sedated and responded only after their name was called loudly (corresponding with an OAA/S score of 3, or a Ramsay score of 3). At the recovery stage, the mean plasma concentration was 0.27 \[0.07\] µg/ml. The mean propofol level in blood per person at a given sedation level is the mean of two blood samples, collected at the beginning and at the end of each experimental run that included the resting-state scanning and the semantic task experiment.

2.5. fMRI analysis {#sec2.5}
------------------

Analyses were done using MatLab (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA). We used a previously defined set of ROIs ([@bb0026]) composed of 141 ROIs comprising five functional systems (Fronto-parietal (FP), Cingulo-opercular (OP), Default Mode Network (DMN), Sensorimotor (SM) and Occipital (OC) ([Fig. S1](#figS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"})). We built ROIs as 5-mm sphere around each ROI coordinate. For each ROI, a time-series was extracted for each subject and each sedation state, using the Marsbar software package ([[http://marsbar.sourceforge.net]{.ul}](http://marsbar.sourceforge.net){#interref99162}), averaging all gray matter voxels within a sphere (a few white matter voxels were left aside for some ROIs). These regional fMRI time-series were then used to construct a 141-node functional connectivity network for each subject and sedation state ([Fig. S2](#figS2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We used wavelet analysis to construct correlation matrices from the time-series. We applied a maximum overlap discrete wavelet transform (MODWT) to each of the time-series to decompose them into the following three frequency components: scale 1 (0.13 to 0.25 Hz), scale 2 (0.06 to 0.12 Hz), and scale 3 (0.01 to 0.05 Hz) ([@bb0027]; [@bb0028]). All subsequent analyses were done based on the scale 3 component, whose frequency lies in the typical range of slow frequency fluctuations of the Default network (0.009 \< *f* \< 0.08).

For each sedation state *s* and participant *p* we measured a 141 × 141 connectivity matrix *C~s,p~* ([Fig. S2](#figS2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The matrix entry *C~s,p~(i,j)* indicates the temporal correlation of the average fMRI signal from the voxels in each ROI *i* and *j*, which henceforth is referred to as functional connectivity. To study functional connectivity changes associated with propofol concentration and responsiveness, we conducted an across-subjects multivariate linear regression, using the least squares method, between each entry *ij* of the connectivity matrix *C~s,p~(i,j)*, drug concentration as well as rate of missed responses as a proxy for the level of consciousness of each participant, and participant\'s age as a regressor of no interest. Using reaction times as a regressor instead of missed responses produced qualitatively the same results (see [Fig. S3](#figS3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This way we obtained two matrices *B~r~(i,j)* ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}a, b), one per regressor of interest *r*, in which each entry *ij* represents the dependence or beta (β) value for the connectivity between ROI(*i*) and ROI(*j*), and drug level ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}a) and responsiveness ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}b). To search for statistically significant effects of both regressors on functional connectivity, we first calculated the average β coefficient matrix $\hat{B}$'~r~, a 5 × 5 matrix resulting from all possible pairings between resting state networks for each *B~r~* matrix. Statistical differences between the entries of $\hat{B}$~r~, matrices were assessed through a permutation analysis ([@bb0029]) to test the hypothesis of a dependence between each regressor\'s variability and connectivity values. For each ROI pair we shuffled each regressor\'s values across participants 5000 times, each time calculating the β-values for the shuffled regressor. We set the threshold for significance at a p-value = 0.05, Bonferroni corrected for multiple comparisons (15 unique comparisons between $\hat{B}$'~r~ entries × 2 regressors). In [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}c, d we plot as red edges (positive β value) and blue edges (negative β value) between system pairs, all z-scores that survived multiple comparisons correction.

To construct [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}e, f, we calculated for each ROI the average change in connectivity over all 4 sedation states associated with each regressor, as$$b_{r,j} = {\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{N}\frac{\mathit{abs}\left( {B_{r}\left( {i,j} \right)} \right)}{N}}$$

where B~r~ is the matrix of [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}a, b, and *N* = 141 (i.e. number of ROIs). We averaged the *absolute* β value of a ROI *j* to all other ROIs because we were only interested in the amount of change in connectivity produced by propofol and number of misses. We ranked all ROIs in descending values of averaged β value *b~r,j~*, and plotted into glass brains the top 10 ROIs for each regressor ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}e, f). Sphere size on the glass brains indicates the corresponding value.

To construct [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}d--f we searched for significant *b~r,j~* values. Since *b~r,j~* values approximate a Gaussian distribution, we normalized each *b~r,j~* value$$z_{r,j} = \frac{b_{r,j} - mean(b_{r,j})}{std(b_{r,j})}$$and obtained the corresponding *p~r,j~* to each *z~r,j~*, that is, the cumulated probability in the normalized Gaussian distribution at *z~r,j~*. We identified those ROIs whose connectivity is selectively affected by one regressor and not the other, that is whose *p~propofol~* is significant and whose *p~behavior~* is not, and vice-versa.

To quantify those changes in connectivity between these ROIs and functional systems, we collapsed all B~r~ (*i,rois*) across all ROI values corresponding to the same functional system ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}d--f). For each system *n* and each significant ROI from [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}d--f we obtained the mean β value for connections linking system *n* and the ROI (*B(:,j)*), for the regressor significantly affecting that ROI. For example, the mean β value of connections linking the thalamic ROI with SM system is the average of 33 β values, since SM is composed by 33 ROIs. This average β value reflects the average dependence of connections between the systems and the ROIs. The standard error of the mean (S.E.M.) was obtained through a jackknife procedure ([@bb0030]): we obtained the S.E.M. by repeating the regression N − 1 times (being N the number of subjects), each time excluding a different subject from the analysis. S.E.M. is then calculated as $S.E.{M.} = std(B_{rN - 1}(i,j))*\sqrt{N - 1}$. Statistical analysis was performed following a permutation test as previously described. Significant threshold was set at p = 0.001, Bonferroni corrected for multiple comparisons (5 functional systems × 3 times, one for each significant ROI, [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}d--f).

To further determine the differential effect of drug concentration and capacity to respond on functional connectivity (since the measures are non-independent), we tested for differences in overlapping correlations ([@bb0031]). Overlapping correlation allows the quantification of possible relationships between correlation of Y and X1 and correlation of Y and χ^2^, taking into account the fact that X1 and χ^2^ are correlated. To calculate the overlapping correlation for each significant ROI (Right Thalamus and Posterior Parietal), we first measured for each sedation state *s* the average connectivity matrix $\hat{C}$~s~, a 5 × 5 matrix resulting from all possible pairings between systems. We computed the correlation coefficient between the two regressors of interest (drug concentration and missed responses) across all subjects and sessions. We tested whether the correlation between each ROI and a functional system is affected by both or only one regressor.

2.6. Assessment of correlation between regressors {#sec2.6}
-------------------------------------------------

To ensure that correlation between our regressors of interest (propofol level and responsiveness) does not impede us from disentangling their actual contribution to functional connectivity we performed a theoretical analysis, running a simulation to explore the landscape of possible β values, in order to quantify how good and reliable our current estimation of their values is. We constructed artificial regressors (drug~sim~ and miss~sim~) controlling the amount of covariance between them, from 0 to 1. We used these regressors to calculate a simulated connectivity, as Y~sim~ = α + β1 × drug~sim~ + β2 × miss~sim~ + noise, with β1 and β2 being the actual β values calculated for that ROI pair.

We calculated the MSE comparing Y~sim~ to the actual data (Y), and repeated this procedure for a broad range of β values (minimizing α value independently for each calculation) in order to construct a landscape of β values.

3. Results {#sec3}
==========

As participants entered a state of drowsiness, response times to simple binary decisions became extremely long (although this remained highly variable between subjects) and eventually a subset of participants stopped responding to some or all trials (proportion of missed responses no sedation, mean \[SD\] = 0.06 \[0.14\]; missed responses sedation level 1 = 0.02 \[0.03\]; missed responses sedation level 2 = 0.19 \[0.28\]; missed responses recovery = 0.03 \[0.05\]). Propofol concentration in blood and percentage of missed responses varied widely between participants. As expected, these two measures correlated significantly (correlation coefficient = 0.33, p \< 0.01), but with sufficient dispersion to assure reliable regressions to both factors simultaneously. The low correlation value testifies the coarseness of drug level as an index of conscious function and justifies the acquisition of behavioral responses to factor out the effect of drug concentration per se and the behavioral markers of consciousness.

Next we sought to analyze how propofol level and responsiveness impact functional connectivity between ROIs. Both regressors revealed simultaneous increases and decreases in connectivity between different systems (as opposed to a global decrease in connectivity) ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}c, d). A set of connections showed the same dependency with pharmacological and behavioral markers of drowsiness. For example DMN within-connectivity (considering the connectivity of all the ROIs of the DMN system among themselves) decreased both with increasing drug concentration and number of misses. In contrast, other connections (for example within FP connectivity) showed a decrease in connectivity with higher drug levels, displaying no covariance with behavioral markers of awareness. FP−OC connectivity showed an increase only associated with behavior.

After identifying brain systems whose connectivity distinctively indexes the effect of drug levels and the number of misses in the semantic categorization task, we zoomed in to identify individual ROIs whose connectivity shows greater variance (increases or decreases) with drug and misses. The ROIs showing the highest variation of connectivity with drug belong to the DMN and FP systems, mostly their posterior components ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}e). In contrast, the ROIs showing the highest variation in connectivity with number of misses were mainly in the CO system ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}f), with two symmetrical thalamic ROIs (MNI coordinates, \[11, −12, 6\] and \[−12, −12, 6\]) ranking in first and second places. This unbiased rank analysis indicates that behavioral markers of awareness are associated with thalamic connectivity, in agreement with the thalamo-cortical arousal circuits (the thalamic "off-switch") ([@bb0011]) hypothesis.

The main aim of our work was to identify which patterns of connectivity are affected specifically by propofol concentration and which by behavioral markers of conscious function. To this aim, we identified those ROIs whose *b~r~* values were significantly different from zero for one regressor and not the other. Only the connectivity of two cortical areas (ROIs) varied significantly with propofol level and not with number of misses: Posterior Parietal − \[−35, −46, 48\] p \< 0.05, Bonferroni corrected (141 ROIs producing 141 comparisons) -- and Occipital (\[−42, −76, 26\], p \< 0.003). Conversely, only the connectivity of the Right Thalamus --- \[11, −12, 6\], p \< 0.05, Bonferroni corrected (141 comparisons) varied significantly with the number of misses, but not with propofol concentration. This analysis shows that these three regions are the only ones (of the 141 candidate ROIs) whose pattern of connectivity to the rest of the brain is affected either by the drug concentration, or by behavioral markers, but not by both. Next, we measured, for these three regions (*i* = 1, 2, 3), the pattern of connectivity changes to all other ROIs, *B~r~(i,rois)* with *rois = 1:N* ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}a--c). To quantify the pattern of change of the three identified ROIs we collapsed, all *B~r~(i,rois)* across all ROI values corresponding to the same functional system ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}d--f). The only significant effects observed with increasing propofol concentration in this analysis were reduction in posterior parietal connectivity with the FP system and posterior parietal increased connectivity with the SM system ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}a, d). On the other hand, complete loss of responsiveness or extremely long RTs were associated with a clear topographical switching thalamic connectivity ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}c, f), consisting of a disconnection of the right thalamus from the entire frontal (both DMN and FP) and parietal (FP) lobes, and instead increasing its connectivity to the SM and OC systems (shadows in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}c mark spatial domains of positive and negative β-values). The same pattern was displayed by the mirror thalamic ROI, Left Thalamus, that however did not survive multiple comparisons ([Fig. S4](#figS4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Our analyses implicitly rely on the assumption that we can differentiate the impact produced by each regressor on connectivity. We recognized that our two regressors of interest (plasma propofol level and behavioral state) were not entirely independent. Consequently, to further determine the differential effect of drug concentration and capacity to respond on functional connectivity, we tested for differences in overlapping correlations ([@bb0031]). Right thalamic connectivity was differentially affected by one of the two regressors for connections to the CO system (N = 72; z = 1.87; p \< 0.05), FP system (N = 72; z = 1.68; p \< 0.05), SM system (N = 72; z = −1.97; p \< 0.05), and CO system (N = 72; z = −2.07; p \< 0.05). This suggests again that functional connectivity from and to the right thalamus is primarily influenced by responsiveness. In contrast the connectivity of Posterior Parietal ROI showed a differential effect in overlapping correlations of the variables on connections to FP (N = 72; z = 2.60; p \< 0.01) and SM (N = 72; z = 2.07; p \< 0.05), suggesting that drug concentration is the main variable affecting parietal connectivity.

We also explored the robustness of our results taking into account random perturbations, through the analysis of the landscape of the mean squared error (MSE) of the regression for a broad range of β values. We found that when covariance between regressors is close to zero, a clear and single minimum exists in the β space ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}). As the covariance between regressors becomes larger, the valley surrounding this minimum becomes less steep, shifting towards a range of values along the identity line at very high covariance, a case in which many combinations of (interchangeable) β values yield an equally low MSE value ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}). [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}, lower row and last column shows the β value landscape obtained for the real data whose β values were used to construct the artificial data (the white dot marks the actual β value we empirically obtained, that is, the β value obtained for the non-simulated data). The MSE landscape is quite similar to those with an intermediate r value, in agreement with the calculated value of correlation of 0.33 between our experimental regressors. In this situation a multivariate regression can discriminate between alternative assignments of β values in the presence of a single and very clear minimum ([@bb0033]).

4. Discussion {#sec4}
=============

Here we show two distinct changes in patterns of functional connectivity during propofol administration in healthy volunteers, both of which stand out above decreases in global connectivity. The first of these appears to reflect a more generalized synaptic depressant effect that scales with propofol concentrations in plasma, but does not accurately reflect the behavioral changes seen in subjects. However, a second set of changes scale specifically with behavioral changes in responsiveness, and arguably reflect drug effects on critical brain connectivity associated with the maintenance of consciousness. Our results support the hypothesis that consciousness is directly governed by thalamic connectivity, rather than by fronto-parietal loops (cortico-cortical reverberation). In the open and highly debated issue of how anesthetics induce loss of response (LOR) and LOC ([@bb0011]; [@bb005]; [@bb0036]), our results assign -- at least for propofol induced sedation -- a key role to the thalamus, which, during reduced responsiveness, appears to disconnect from the frontoparietal network (FP) while increasing its functional connectivity to primary sensory areas (OC and SM systems) ([@bb0037]; [@bb0038]).

Thalamic connectivity to the cortex is organized based on functional networks ([@bb0026]). However, these individual networks do not work in isolation, but instead exchange information and depend on one another to function properly. While our analyses do not imply causality, our results point to the thalamus as a key hub coordinating these modules into a "network of networks". It has been recently been shown that brain networks in the awake brain are connected through a topology that maximizes stability ([@bb0040]): if interconnections are provided by network hubs, and the connections between networks are moderately convergent, the system of networks is stable and robust to failure, a necessary condition for the maintenance of consciousness ([@bb0041]; [@bb0042]; [@bb0040]). We hypothesize that sedation disrupts this stable organization, as the thalamus disengages from its role as a fronto-parietal hub, and connects to sensory cortices, giving rise to a complete altered topology.

Propofol prolongs inhibitory postsynaptic currents mediated by GABA-A receptors leading to enhanced inhibitory synaptic transmission, and also influences presynaptic mechanisms of GABAergic transmission ([@bb0044]). Due to the wide distribution of GABA-A receptors in the brain ([@bb0045]), propofol exerts a general hypnotic effect at the local and global levels in the cortex and subcortical structures that could account for the loss of cortico-cortical (fronto-parietal) connectivity revealed in our findings. However, perturbation in the conscious level, as measured by the capacity to respond, might be better related to preserved integration in specific neural networks such as those implicated in sleep and wakefulness. During the transition to sleep the thalamocortical functional connectivity seems to decrease ([@bb0046]) leading to a disruption in information transfer and subsequent loss of consciousness. Propofol sedation creates the same scenario ([@bb0019]), possibly through specific inhibition of thalamocortical neurons -- perhaps via cyclic-nucleotide-gated (HCN) channels -- that have shown to be much more sensitive to propofol than the hippocampus or medullar neurons ([@bb0038]). Here we show that reduced responsiveness -- arguably associated with loss of integration of information − is closely related to changes in thalamocortical, but not cortico-cortical (fronto-parietal) connectivity.

One caveat is worth underlining for this study. Loss of responsiveness is not the same as loss of consciousness, even though sometimes they are used equivalently in the anesthesia literature. For example, certain anesthetics may produce behavioral unresponsiveness but not complete unconsciousness ([@bb0011]). We have used responsiveness as a better proxy for consciousness than simply drug level -- as typically done in the literature -- but responsiveness is still an indirect (and incomplete) measure of consciousness.

The following are the supplementary data related to this article.Supplementary Fig. 1All one hundred one regions of interest (ROIs) used in the analysis.Supplementary Fig. 2a) Correlation matrices for all sedation levels. b) Distribution of correlation values per sedation level. c) Right thalamic ROI mean connectivity to the 5 functional systems, for all sedation levels.Supplementary Fig. 3a-b) β matrix showing dependences of functional brain connectivity with propofol level (a) and reaction time (b) instead of percentage of missed responses. c-d) Average β-values associated with Posterior Parietal and Right Thalamus, showing that RT indexes connectivity in the same way than missed responses.Supplementary Fig. 4All β-values for the behavioral regressor associated with Right and Left Thalamus ROIs. Red lines indicate positive β-values; blue lines indicate negative β-values. A very clear spatial map is observed, with all frontal FP and DMN connected to thalamus through negative β-values, while SM and OC ROIs are connected to thalamus through positive β-values.
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![a-b) Matrix of β-values showing dependences of functional brain connectivity with propofol level (a) and number of missed responses (b). c-d) Reduced connectivity matrix ~r~ for propofol (c) and missed responses (d). Blue connections represent negative B~n,m~ values, indicating a decrease in connectivity between systems *n* and *m* as the regressor increases, while red connections represent significantly positive B~n,m~ values, indicating a connectivity increase between systems *n* and *m* as regressor increases. e-f) Top ten ROIs with the highest average connectivity changes associated with propofol (e) and number of missed responses (f).](gr1){#f0005}

![a--c) ROIs whose connectivity significantly changed with propofol (a, b) and number of missed responses (c). Each ROI is linked to all other ROIs, a blue line represents negative β-values, red lines represent positive β-values. d--f) Average β between ROIs posterior parietal (d), occipital (e) and Right thalamus (f) with all other functional systems, for the significant regressor. S.E.M. represents standard error of the mean.](gr2){#f0010}

![MSE maps as a function of β values from x--x, for increasing covariation between regressors. Last panel shows MSE map for the actual data (white dot marks the β value pair calculated for the actual data).](gr3){#f0015}
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